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chapter 4

Writing a Descriptive Grammar of the Syntax and 
Semantics of the War Scroll (1QM)—Laying the 
Groundwork

Robert D. Holmstedt

1 Introduction*

The last decade has witnessed a resurgence of interest in dating biblical 
Hebrew texts and the types of languages witnessed in the texts. The long-
standing model of tracing a number of primarily morphological and lexical 
features from early to standard to late biblical Hebrew has been strongly chal-
lenged by some who assert that the data are better explained by concurrent 
dialects.1 The response to the challenge can be roughly summarized as two-
pronged. One prong has consisted of doubling-down on the standard three-
stage model, with either an emphasis on more features2 or a retreat to fewer 
“clear” features.3 The other prong has advocated better interaction with gen-
eral historical linguistics, with particular reference to the appeal to statistical 
analysis that has gained some traction in historical linguistics since the 1980s.4

* This study is part of a larger project, a full descriptive syntax and semantics of 1QM, that I am 
writing with John Screnock. I am also indebted to Martin G.   Abegg for continuous feedback 
on both the text and grammatical parsing of items in 1QM.

1    See Ian Young, Robert Rezetko and Martin Ehrensvärd, Linguistic Dating of Biblical Texts 
(London: Equinox, 2008). 

2   See, for example, Shalom Paul, “Signs of Late Biblical Hebrew in Isaiah 40–66,” in Diachrony 
in Biblical Hebrew (ed. Cynthia L. Miller-Naudé and Ziony Zevit; Winona Lake, Ind.: 
Eisenbrauns, 2012), 293–99.

3   See, for example, Avi Hurvitz, “The ‘Linguistic Dating of Biblical Texts’: Comments on 
Methodological Guidelines and Philological Procedures,” in Diachrony in Biblical Hebrew, 
265–79.

4    John A. Cook, “Detecting Development in Biblical Hebrew Using Diachronic Typology,” in 
Diachrony in Biblical Hebrew, 83–95; B. Elan Dresher, “Methodological Issues in the Dating of 
Linguistic Forms: Considerations from the Perspective of Contemporary Linguistic Theory,” 
in Diachrony in Biblical Hebrew, 19–38; A. Dean Forbes, “The Diachrony Debate: Perspectives 
from Pattern Recognition and Meta-Analysis,” Hebrew Studies 53 (2012): 7–42; A. Dean Forbes 
and Francis I. Andersen, “Dwelling on Spelling,” in Diachrony in Biblical Hebrew, 127–46; 
Robert D. Holmstedt, “Historical Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew,” in Diachrony in Biblical 
Hebrew, 97–124.
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At the most basic, the turn to statistical models of language change builds 
on the well-known principle of uniformitarianism, borrowed from geology 
into historical reconstruction—assuming the language of the ancient Hebrew 
texts was a real language, it must have changed according to the patterns wit-
nessed in both modern languages as well as better attested pre-modern lan-
guages. Thus, using attested patterns of change, as well as the models used to 
identify the patterns, should be applicable to the ancient Hebrew data. Given 
a discrete number of patterns overlaid upon a given data set, the pattern that 
best explains the data should, then, describe the likeliest diachronic change.

The challenge of this approach has recently been taken up by A. D. Forbes.5 
Forbes’ goal is “to devise and carry out a set of statistics-based protocols that 
either produce reliable inferences of the temporal relations among the text 
portions comprising the Hebrew Bible or show that such inferences are not 
possible.” He works through a variety of constraints facing the study of ancient 
Hebrew diachrony, including noise-induced weakening of results (e.g., compo-
sitional history and scribal copying), limitations on the data set, problematic 
text samples, the problem of assigning anchor dates to texts, and the allure 
as well as difficulties of using language-diffusion S(igmoid)-curves. Though 
Forbes is right to criticize the facile use of S-curves, he has also confirmed in 
private communication my own position, which I have articulated in public 
but not yet put to print—S-curves hold promise if utilized carefully. That is, 
one S-curve means extremely little, and two S-curves mean hardly more, but 
dozens of carefully performed S-curve analyses may result in a statistically 
valid relative order of texts. And this, I believe, is where the future of ancient 
Hebrew diachronic analysis lies.

With that said, besides the challenge of carrying out dozens of S-curve anal-
ysis across all the ancient Hebrew texts at our disposal, the other challenges 
that Forbes discusses, which constrain the diachronic analysis of Hebrew, re-
quire that we take a step back in our work. Specifically, we must deal with ac-
cess to well-parsed, carefully categorized, and well-presented data sets. For the 
Dead Sea Scrolls, this requires, in my opinion, more than what the current digi-
tal databases provide; that is, it requires more than lexical identification and 
morphological parsing, but syntactic and semantic parsing. Furthermore, even 
the resulting databases would be inadequate—though they provide access to 
the across-the-board data, what is missing is a full-scale descriptive grammar 
for the individual texts. And this is what I propose for the critical next step in 
ancient Hebrew language study. In the remainder of this paper, I will lay the 

5   I am indebted to Dean Forbes for sending me a copy of his 2014 conference paper  
(“On Dating Biblical Hebrew Texts: Constraints and Options,” presented at the Conference of 
the International Syriac Language Project, St. Petersburg, July 2).
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foundation for such a programme and offer a description of two syntactic fea-
tures in 1QM.

2 Previous Scholarship on Qumran Hebrew (QH) Grammar, with 
Special Focus on Syntax

In the relatively short history of scholarship on the Dead Sea Scrolls, the gram-
mar of the Qumran texts has received focused attention on matters of or-
thography, phonology, and morphology, but less so in the area of syntax and 
semantics, even though it is the combination of words from which meaning 
emerges.6 To be sure, there have been a few studies of a particular grammati-
cal issue in one text,7 and many more that describe some feature across the  
whole corpus.8

6   For example, in E. Qimron ’s seminal grammar, only seventeen out of 118 pages are given to 
syntactic description, within which some issues discussed are more semantic than syntactic 
(The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls [Atlanta, Ga.: Scholars Press, 1986], 70–86). Similarly, the 
latest volume on the language of Qumran consists of more than three hundred pages on 
orthography, phonology, and morphology (Eric D. Reymond, Qumran Hebrew: An Overview 
of Orthography, Phonology, and Morphology [Resources for Biblical Study 76; Atlanta, Ga.: 
Society of Biblical Literature, 2014]). Certainly, these components of grammar are important, 
but where are the investigations into syntax and semantics?

7   See, for example, Thomas Leahy, “Studies in the Syntax of 1QS,” Bib 41 (1960): 135–57; John 
Screnock, “Word Order in the War Scroll (1QM) and Its Implications for Interpretation,” DSD 
18 (2011): 29–44.

8   See, for example, Jacobus A. Naudé, “Qumran Hebrew as a Null Subject Language,” 
South African Journal of Linguistics 9 (1991): 119–25; idem, “Qumran Hebrew Syntax in 
the Perspective of a Theory of Language Change and Diffusion,” JNSL 26 (2000): 105–32; 
idem, “The Distribution of Independent Personal Pronouns in Qumran Hebrew,” JNSL 27 
(2001): 91–112. Also see most of the published papers in the five international symposiums 
on the Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Ben Sira: The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls 
and Ben Sira: Proceedings of a Symposium Held at Leiden University 11–14 December 1995  
(ed. Takamitsu Muraoka and John F. Elwolde; STDJ 26; Leiden: Brill, 1997); Sirach, Scrolls, 
and Sages: Proceedings of a Second International Symposium on the Hebrew of the Dead Sea 
Scrolls, Ben Sira, and the Mishnah, Held at Leiden University 15–17 December 1997 (STDJ 33; 
Leiden: Brill, 1999); Diggers at the Well: Proceedings of a Third International Symposium on 
the Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Ben Sira (STDJ 36; Leiden: Brill, 2000); Conservatism 
and Innovation in the Hebrew language of the Hellenistic Period: Proceedings of the Fourth 
International Symposium on the Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Ben Sira (ed. Jan Joosten 
and Jean-Sébastien Rey; STDJ 73; Leiden: Brill, 2008); Hebrew in the Second Temple Period: 
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With respect to all elements of QH grammar, E. Y. Kutscher’s seminal study 
of the Great Isaiah Scroll (1QIsaa) holds pride of place.9 Though this study 
covered all aspects of language, Kutscher’s notes on syntax set the agenda 
for much of the future study of QH syntax. Another early study, by T. Leahy, 
investigated several important features found in the Scrolls, the most signifi-
cant of which is the so-called “predicative” use of the infinitive.10 Short discus-
sions of QH syntax are included in both E. Qimron’s The Hebrew of the Dead 
Sea Scrolls11 and the edition of 4QMMT in DJD 10.12 And among T. Muraoka’s 
numerous publications on Qumran language are some focused more narrow-
ly on syntax and verbal semantics.13 Many of the same syntactical issues are 
highlighted in works by both Qimron and Muraoka (owing in part to their de-
pendence on Kutscher), such as the predicative use of the infinitive absolute 
and the changes to the verbal system between Biblical and Qumran Hebrew.14  
M. Smith’s study of the development of the wayyiqtol form includes a signifi-
cant section on QH, touching on 1QM in particular;15 elsewhere Smith consid-
ers QH participles and the use of the infinitive absolute in QH.16

   The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls and of Other Contemporary Sources: Proceedings of the 
Twelfth International Symposium of the Orion Center for the Study of the Dead Sea Scrolls 
and Associated Literature and the Fifth International Symposium on the Hebrew of the Dead 
Sea Scrolls and Ben Sira, jointly sponsored by the Eliezer Ben-Yehuda Center for the Study 
of the History of the Hebrew Language, 29–31 December, 2008 (ed. Steven Fassberg, Moshe 
Bar-Asher and Ruth A. Clements; STDJ 108; Leiden: Brill, 2013).

9    Eduard Y. Kutscher, The Language and Linguistic Background of the Isaiah Scroll (1QIsaa) 
(STDJ 6; Leiden: Brill, 1974).

10    Leahy, “Studies in the Syntax of 1QS.”
11   Qimron’s 1986 monograph is based on his doctoral thesis, directed in part by Kutscher: 

Elisha Qimron, “יהודה מדבר  מגילות  ׁשל  העברית  הלׁשון   Ph.D. diss., Hebrew) ”דקדוק 
University of Jerusalem, 1976).

12    Elisha Qimron and John Strugnell, Qumran Cave 4, V: Miqṣat Maʿaśe Ha-Torah (DJD 10; 
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994). esp. pp. 65–108.

13    Takamitsu Muraoka, “Verb Complementation in Qumran Hebrew,” in The Hebrew of the 
Dead Sea Scrolls and Ben Sira, 1999, 92–149; idem, “An Approach to the Morphosyntax and 
Syntax of Qumran Hebrew,” in Diggers at the Well, 193–214; idem, “The Morphosyntax of 
the Construct Phrase in Qumran Hebrew,” in Conservatism and Innovation, 125–32.

14    Elisha Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls, and Takamitsu Muraoka, “An Approach 
to the Morphosyntax.”

15    Mark Smith, “Converted and Unconverted Perfect and Imperfect Forms in the Literature 
of Qumran,” BASOR 284 (1991): 1–16.

16   Respectively, Mark Smith, “Grammatically Speaking: The Participle as a Main Verb 
of Clauses (Predicative Participle) in Direct Discourse and Narrative in Pre-Mishnaic 
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The QH scholarship of M. G. Abegg also deserves special notice, since his 
work was the first to investigate QH using a digital database. Working with 
(indeed, creating the QH databases for17) existing Bible software has allowed 
Abegg to consider orthographic, phonological, and morphological trends 
across all the texts. For example, in his work on the biblical manuscripts, all 256 
manuscripts—over 90,000 words—are taken into account.18 As such, Abegg 
has greatly increased our knowledge and rectified longstanding inaccuracies 
passed down by previous scholars.19 However, even Abegg only touches on syn-
tax at a few points, such as the distribution of verbs,20 the use of את with clitic 
pronoun verb complements, and various changes to the infinitive.21 Critically, 
he recently observed that the study of QH syntax “is still in its infancy,”22 a state 
of affairs which no doubt figured prominently in his co-creation of an ancient 
Hebrew syntactic database project in 2008.23

Finally, the proceedings from the five international symposia include a 
number of recent studies that address some aspect of syntax or semantics. This 
is especially true for syntax in the last two symposia volume, e.g., M. Eskhult 
on the ה-relative; S. Fassberg on word-order shifts; P. van Hecke on אין andיׁש  
clauses and P. van Hecke on היה copular clauses; B. Isaksson on adjunct clauses; 

Hebrew,” in Sirach, Scrolls, and Sages, 278–332; idem, “The Infinitive Absolute as 
Predicative Verb in Ben Sira and the Dead Sea Scrolls: A Preliminary Survey,” in Diggers 
at the Well, 256–68.

17   Abegg is responsible for the digital Dead Sea scroll texts, including the lexical and mor-
phological tagging, in the Accordance Bible software. He is also leading the syntactic 
tagging of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Ben Sira for the Holmstedt-Abegg Hebrew Syntax 
Database, distributed within the Accordance Bible software.

18    Martin Abegg, “Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in The Dead Sea Scrolls after Fifty Years: A 
Comprehensive Assessment (ed. Peter Flint and James C. Vanderkam; 2 vols; Leiden: Brill, 
1998), 1.325–58; idem, “Kutscher and the Great Isaiah Scroll: Where are We Now?” (unpub-
lished paper presented at the International Organization of Qumran Studies Congress, 
Ljubljana, Slovenia, July 17, 2007).

19   See particularly Abegg, “Kutscher and the Great Isaiah Scroll.”
20    Abegg, “Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls”; idem, “Kutscher and the Great Isaiah Scroll”; 

idem, “The Linguistic Analysis of the Dead Sea Scrolls: More Than (Initially) Meets 
the Eye,” in Rediscovering the Dead Sea Scrolls (ed. Maxine L. Grossman; Grand Rapids, 
Mich.: Eerdmans, 2010), 48–68; idem, “Linguistic Profile of the Isaiah Scrolls,” in Qumran  
Cave 1. II: The Isaiah Scrolls, part 2 (Eugene Ulrich and Peter W. Flint; DJD 32; Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 2010), 25–41.

21    Abegg, “Kutscher and the Great Isaiah Scroll;” idem, “Linguistic Profile of the Isaiah 
Scrolls.”

22    Abegg, “The Linguistic Analysis of the Dead Sea Scrolls,” 68.
23   See note 17.
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J. Joosten on the word order of imperatival clauses; and T. Zewi on the syntax 
of “content” clauses.24 As valuable as these studies are, they also represent the 
first “lost forest”—the various grammars of Qumran are taken as a whole, even 
though current DSS scholarship generally acknowledges the heterogeneous 
origins of both the biblical and the non-biblical texts.

For the single text of 1QM, the lack of focused grammatical study simply 
illustrates my larger point. Though the War Scroll was one of the first seven 
Scrolls found, and is also one of the larger texts, very few studies have been 
dedicated to this text’s language. In fact, there have been just three.

S. Holst’s Verbs and War Scroll: Studies in the Hebrew Verbal System and the 
Qumran War Scrolls, which is based on his 2004 doctoral thesis, is the first work 
to focus on the syntax of 1QM.25 Though the title of Holst’s work indicates a 
study of the verbal system, he—rightly, in my view—connects verbal seman-
tics to word order and so discusses syntax a great deal. Holst analyzes the ver-
bal system primarily through the lens of discourse analysis, loosely following 
the frameworks developed by R. Longacre and A. Niccacci.26 Although Holst’s 
study is comprehensive in scope, it fails to make many firm and clear claims 
about the verbal system in 1QM. For example, with respect to the so-called 
“predicative” use of the infinitive, Holst states blandly that the infinitive is 
“gradual[ly] encroach[ing] … upon the function of the yiqtol.”27

24    Mats Eskhult, “Relative ha-: A Late Biblical Hebrew Phenomenon?,” in Hebrew in the 
Second Temple Period, 47–55; Steven Fassberg, “Shifts in Word Order in the Hebrew of the 
Second Temple Period,” in Hebrew in the Second Temple Period, 57–71; Pierre Van Hecke, 
“Constituent Order in Existential Clauses,” in Conservatism and Innovation, 61–78; idem, 
“Constituent Order in היה-Clauses in the Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in Hebrew in the 
Second Temple Period, 83–104; Bo Isaksson, “Circumstantial Qualifiers in Qumran Hebrew: 
Reflections on Adjunct Expressions in The Manual of Discipline (1QS),” in Conservatism 
and Innovation, 79–91; Jan Joosten, “Imperative Clauses Containing a Temporal Phrase 
and the Study of Diachronic Syntax in Ancient Hebrew,” in Hebrew in the Second Temple 
Period, 117–31; Tamar Zewi, “Content Clauses in the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in Hebrew in the 
Second Temple Period, 289–98.

25    Søren Holst, “Verbs and the War Scroll: Studies in the Hebrew Verbal System and the 
Qumran War Scroll,” (Ph.D. diss., University of Copenhagen, 2004); idem, Verbs and War 
Scroll: Studies in the Hebrew Verbal System and the Qumran War Scrolls (Studia Semitica 
Upsaliensia 25; Uppsala: Uppsala University, 2008).

26   For example, Alviero Niccacci, The Syntax of the Verb in Classical Hebrew Prose (JSOTSup 
86; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1990); Robert Longacre, Joseph: A Story of Divine Providence 
(Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 2003).

27    Holst, Verbs and War Scroll, 128; for an incisive review, see Andrew R. Jones, “A Review of 
Verbs and War Scroll: Studies in the Hebrew Verbal System and the Qumran War Scroll. By 
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The second published study to focus exclusively on an issue of syntax or 
semantics in 1QM is J. Screnock’s “Word Order in the War Scroll (1QM) and Its 
Implications for Interpretation.” In this study, Screnock surveys all the data in 
1QM and concludes that the “basic” word order is Subject-Verb, which accords 
with the word order arguments that have been advanced by R. Holmstedt.28 
Furthermore, Screnock observes that verbal valency may contribute to the 
movement of constituents. The third and final study on some syntactic aspect 
of 1QM is R. Medina’s “The Syntax of Dependent Clauses in the War Scroll 
(1QMilḥamah) in Comparison with other Hebrew Corpora.”29 In this study, 
Medina moves in a positive direction by describing a syntactic issue with full 
examples and concise comparative comments that do not err by drawing pre-
sumptive diachronic conclusions.

Do not misunderstand my stance towards previous grammatical work on 
the Scrolls in general or 1QM in particular. All the studies I have mentioned—
as well as any I have missed—have contributed significantly to our under-
standing of QH syntax and semantics.30 However, the investigation of isolated 
syntactic or semantic issues across all the QH texts, useful though it is, risks 
losing the forest for the trees. We should not assume that some syntactic or 
semantic feature functions the same way in all the texts in which the feature 
appears. Treating QH texts as a grammatically homogeneous linguistic corpus  
is deeply questionable, since current Dead Sea scrolls scholarship generally  
acknowledges the heterogeneous origins of both the biblical and the non- 
biblical texts.31 Isolating one feature across the texts sidesteps the fact that each  

Søren Holst. Studia Semitica Upsaliensia 25. Uppsala: Uppsala University Library, 2008,” 
DSD 18 (2011): 378–80.

28    Robert D. Holmstedt, “Word Order and Information Structure in Ruth and Jonah: 
A Generative-Typological Analysis,” JSS 54 (2009): 111–139; idem, “The Typological 
Classification of the Hebrew of Genesis: Subject-Verb or Verb-Subject?” JHS 11 (2011): 1–39.

29    Richard W. Medina, “The Syntax of Dependent Clauses in the War Scroll (1QMilḥamah) in 
Comparison with other Hebrew Corpora,” Orientalia 82 (2013): 272–307.

30   The first symposium was held in 1995 (published in 1997 as Muraoka and Elwolde, The 
Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Ben Sira), the second in 1997 (published in 1999 as 
Muraoka and Elwolde, Sirach, Scrolls, and Sages), the third in 1999 (published in 2000 
as Muraoka and Elwolde, Diggers at the Well), the fourth in 2006 (published in 2008 as 
Joosten and Rey, Conservation and Innovation), the fifth in 2008 (published in 2013 as 
Fassberg, Bar-Asher and Clements, Hebrew in the Second Temple Period), and the sixth 
in 2011 (the proceedings remain unpublished). The seventh symposium occurred in the 
summer 2014.

31   Eduard Y.  Kutscher was ahead of his time in describing the grammar of one text, 1QIsaa; 
even though the full range of Qumran texts have now been available for twenty years, 
Kutscher’s lead has, inexplicably, not been followed.
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text represents a grammatical system (the idiolect of its author) in and of it-
self. Thus, the distinctive grammar of each text is the forest that can be, and 
arguably often is, missed. Achieving a deeper understanding of the Qumran 
linguistic phenomena requires equal attention to both the trees and the forest. 
And so to complement the wealth of past studies, I propose that the next step 
should be to write descriptive grammars of each text.

3 On Writing a Descriptive Grammar

Describing the grammar of a language is a daunting task. The challenges begin 
even before the phenomena are described, for how a grammar is organized and 
how the data are presented critically affect the usability of the resulting descrip-
tion. For organization, presentation, and general methodological and theo-
retical orientation, we have followed many of the proposals expressed by the 
various linguists and grammar authors in T. Payne and D. Weber’s Perspectives 
on Grammar Writing.32

Among the principles that have been formative in our approach are these 
(with reference to authors’ studies within Payne and Weber 2007 in square 
brackets):

A. All grammatical description entails theoretical assumptions about the 
nature of language (e.g., whether the lexical category of “noun” or the 
syntactic category “subject” are universal is debated).33 Thus, it is highly 
preferable to make one’s theoretical assumptions explicit (which as-
sumes, of course, an awareness of linguistic theory). [Payne: 3; Rice: 153]

B. Descriptive terminology should be drawn from common usage within 
contemporary linguistics. Creating or perpetuating idiosyncratic termi-
nology significantly reduces the readability and usability of the descrip-
tion. [Mithun: 50; Noonan: 116]

C. The likelihood of descriptive accuracy increases if a good, dedicated 
dictionary has been completed, especially for topics that involve the 

32    Thomas E. Payne and David J. Weber, ed., Perspectives on Grammar Writing (Benjamins 
Current Topics 11; Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 2007).

33   See Matthew S. Dryer, “Are Grammatical Relations Universal?” in Essays on Language 
Function and Language Type: Dedicated to T. Givón     (ed. Joan Bybee, John Haiman and 
Sandra Thompson; Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1997), 115–43; Martin Haspelmath, “Pre-
established Categories Don’t Exist: Consequences for Language Description and Typology,” 
Linguistic Typology 11 (2007): 119–32; Frederick J. Newmeyer, “Linguistic Typology Requires 
Crosslinguistic Formal Categories,” Linguistic Typology 11 (2007): 133–57.
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intersection of syntax and semantics, such as verbal valency. [Mithun: 72; 
Noonan: 122; Rice: 147]

D. A detailed table of contents, clear organization (including multiple 
outline levels), copious data examples, and index increase usability. 
[Noonan: 116–17; Rice: 152–53]

First, my theoretical orientation is at its core generative in that I find the 
minimalist approach to syntax, phrase structure, and relationship of syntax 
to other components of grammar (phonology, morphology, semantics, and  
lexicon) compelling, as well as Chomsky’s general approach to human language 
and the brain.34 However, I see advantages in combining generative syntax and 
linguistic typology in that I draw on the descriptive, cross-linguistic strengths 
of typology but within the conceptual framework of the unifying abstraction 
of generative theory.35 As Baker and McClosky suggest, such a combination

could thus form a kind of conduit for the best results of typology to flow 
into formal syntactic theory and vice versa … This could provide an es-
cape from those sterile debates between “functionalist” (typological) and 
“formal” approaches to language that have too long hindered dialogue 
and deepening of understanding.36

Second, for my descriptive terminology, I draw heavily on two widely used ref-
erence resources: the well-known A Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics by 
D. Crystal and the monumental The World Atlas of Language Structures, edited 
by M. Haspelmath, M. Dryer, D. Gil, and B. Comrie.37

Third, there is currently no published dictionary dedicated to the texts 
of Qumran, though this body of literature was included in the scope of The 
Dictionary of Classical Hebrew, edited by D. Clines.38 And yet, besides denying 

34   See Noam Chomsky, The Minimalist Program (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1995); 
idem, Cartesian Linguistics: A Chapter in the History of Rationalist Thought (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2009).

35   For extensive discussion of this topic, see Frederick J. Newmeyer, Language Form and 
Language Function (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1998).

36    Mark C. Baker and Jim McCloskey, “On the Relationship of Typology to Theoretical 
Syntax,” Linguistic Typology 11 (2007): 285–96, 295.

37    David Crystal, A Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics (6th ed.; Oxford: Blackwell, 2008); 
Martin Haspelmath et al., eds., The World Atlas of Language Structure (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2005).

38    David J. A. Clines, ed., The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew (8 vol.; Sheffield: Sheffield 
Academic Press, 1993–2011).
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QH distinction apart from the complexity of BH lexical semantics, the lack of a 
focused QH lexical reference, especially one that takes into account verbal va-
lency, that is, the argument requirements of each verb (e.g., no complements, 
one noun complement, more than one complement, prepositional comple-
ments), hamstrings accurate grammatical description of QH texts before their 
features are compared to other stages, dialects, and corpora of ancient Hebrew. 
To that end, each grammatical description should include (§IV.F) a valency 
lexicon of all verbs, including full reference to types of complements or typical 
adjuncts.

Fourth, for the organization of a descriptive grammar, it is wise to avoid id-
iosyncrasy and follow and appropriately modify existing descriptive projects. 
Thus, I took strong cues from the discussions in Payne and Weber 2007 and 
well as the organization used by T. Payne’s Describing Morphosyntax: A Guide 
for Field Linguists.39 The result is the following outline covering syntax and 
semantics:

A. Grammatical Categories
 1. Nouns
 2. Verbs
 3. Modifiers
  a. Adjectives
  b. Demonstratives
  c. Prepositions
  d. Adverbs
 4. Conjunctions

B. Noun Phrase
 1. Determination
  a. Inherent
   –  i. Proper Nouns
   –  ii. Gentilic Nouns
  b. Articular
  c. Pronominal
  d. Cliticization
 2. Modification
  a. By adjectives and demonstratives
   –  i. Attributive Adjectives
   –  ii. Predicative Adjectives

39    Thomas E. Payne, Describing Morphosyntax: A Guide for Field Linguists (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1997).
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   –  iii. Substantival Adjectives
   –  iv. Adverbial Adjectives
  b. By Noun Phrase-Internal Prepositional Phrase
  c. By relative clause
  d. By appositive
 3. Quantification
  a. כול 
  b. Cardinal numerals
   –  i. Order, Agreement, and Structure
   –  ii. Additive Complex Numerals
   –  iii. Teen Constructions
   –  iv. Multiplicative Complex Numerals
   –  v. Other Aspects of Numeral Syntax
   –  vi. Summary of Cardinal Numerals
 4. Negation
 5. Coordination
  a. Simple
  b. Distributive

C. Verb Phrase
 1. Tense-Aspect-Mood
  a. Qatal
  b. Yiqtol
  c. Infinitives
  d. Participle
  e. Other
 2. Negation
 3. Valency
  a. Verbal Arguments
   –  i. Subjects
   –  ii. Complements
   –  iii. Adjuncts
  b. Valency changing operations

D. Clause structure
 1. Clause types
  a. Verbal (finite)
  b. Verbal (non-finite: imperatival, infinitival)
  c. Copular
   –  i. Existential
   –  ii. With predicate noun phrases
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   –  iii. With predicate adjective phrases
   –  iv. With predicate prepositional phrases
 2. Embedded Clauses
  a. Nominalized clauses
  b. Complement clauses
 3. Subordinate Clauses
  a. Relative (see B2c)

b. Conditional (in which the realization of one situation is contin-
gent on another, whether a real condition (if … then) or a temporal 
(when … then))

c. Temporal (in which one clause sets the time frame for another (after/
before/while x … y))

d. Motive and Consequence (in which one situation is the cause or out-
come or goal of another (x … because/so that/with the result that y))

e. Conjunctive and disjunctive: clauses are related either by addition 
(and, also, moreover) or alternation (or, but, rather, instead).

f. Comparative and manner: one clause describes the manner of the 
other by comparison (like/as x … y)

E. Constituent Order
 1. Noun phrase
 2. Verb phrase
 3. Main clauses
 4. Subordinate clauses
 5. Questions, negation, and other modal contexts
 6. Summary and “basic” constituent order
 7. Topic and Focus

F. Valency Lexicon

4 The Syntax and Semantics of 1QM—Two Brief Illustrations

To illustrate how this looks in practice, I present below two brief excerpts from 
the syntax and semantic grammar of 1QM I am writing with John Screnock.40 
Both excerpts are from sections I have written on noun modification.

40   I thank Marty Abegg for giving me privileged access to the latest version of his syntac-
tically tagged text of 1QM.  The text I present, along with its morphological and lexical 
analysis, is also dependent on Abegg’s digital text, though the English translations have 
been modified to illustrate the Hebrew syntax more closely.
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Attributes of nouns are provided by modifiers existing on a cline from sim-
ple adjectives to more complex structures like relative clauses. These modifiers 
provide information about their nominal head, ranging from features such as 
color, quality, size, direction, location, and states of being, to events that the 
noun is involved in. The internal syntax of the modifier depends on the com-
plexity it demands; that is, a bare adjective requires much less phrasal com-
plexity than a relative clause, which has its own predication. Apart from the 
internal syntax, nominal modifiers may relate to their head in two ways—as a 
constituent located within the NP41 (the “attributive” relationship) or as a con-
stituent linked to the head by a copula (the “predicative” relationship).

4.1 By NP-Internal PP
In Hebrew, PPs overwhelmingly modify an event and thus, depending on the 
verb’s valency requirements, are verbal complements or adjuncts. However, 
some PPs modify nominal heads and thus stand within the phrase structure 
headed by a noun. These “NP-internal” PPs stand between adjectives and rela-
tive clauses in terms of complexity—they are phrasally more complex than 
most adjectives (excepting only the few adjectives that have their own inter-
nal modifiers) and less complex than the full clausal structure of relatives. 
Semantically, all NP-internal PPs in ancient Hebrew appear to be restrictive, 
providing necessary information for the identification of the relative head.

למלחמת כלה לבני חושך 1.10 a battle of annihilation for the sons of darkness
לוא נהיתה כמוה 1.12a any ∅ like it has not existed

ביום מלחמתם בכתיים 1.12b On the day of their battle against the Kittim
כלת אל בכול גוי הבל 4.12 The annihilation by God of all the vainglorious 

nations
מזה ומזה לצמיד סביב 5.8–9 both sides to the band all around

הפרשים על רכב אנשי הסרך 6.11 And the horsemen with the cavalry of the men of 
the army

2 By Appositive
Apposition, which occurs ninety-six times in 1QM, is the modification of a con-
stituent (the head) by a constituent of the same (or very similar) lexical cat-
egory (the appositive). Apposition may be used as a modification strategy with 
nouns, PPs, verbs, and even entire clauses, though in 1QM apposition is limited 

41   Note the following two commonly used abbreviations, which I employ throughout my 
description: Noun Phrase (NP) and Prepositional Phrase (PP).
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to numerals, NPs, and PPs. PP-PP apposition occurs five times: 1:1 (3×), 3; 2:11. 
In 1:1 two PP appositives modify a single PP head (the sequence of modifiers 
on a single head is often referred to as “stacking”). Apposition with numerals, 
both NP-NUM and NUM-NP, occurs sixty-one times: 1:13; 2:1, 2, 4; 2:6, 9 (2×), 13, 
14; 3:14; 4:15 (2×), 16 (4×), 17; 5:1, 2, 3 (2×), 7 (2×), 13 (3×), 14, 16, 17; 6:1 (2×), 2, 4, 
8, 8–9 (3×), 10, 14 (2×); 7:1 (2×), 2, 3, 10, 14 (2×), 15, 16; 8:2, 4, 6, 8, 13; 9:4 (2×), 4–5 
(2×), 12 (2×), 13.

NP-NP apposition, where both NPs are common nouns, occurs twenty 
times: 1:2; 3:4; 5:6, 9, 16; 7:11 (3×); 8:5, 7, 10; 10:9–10; 11:8b; 12:11; 13:1, 12; 15:4; 16:12; 
17:9, 11. In 7:11, three NP appositives are stacked and modify a single NP head. 
Apposition where the head is a NP and the appositive is a PN occurs once, 
in 10:9; where the head is a PN and the appositive a NP occurs three times, 
in 11:1; 13:11; 17:2. There is one example of a PN head with a gentilic appositive 
in 11:1. There are two cases were the head is an independent pronoun, with a 
NP appositive, in 14:12; 17:8. Interestingly, in 17:8, the pronoun is vocative (the 
verb is an imperative), and accordingly, its appositive is also vocative. Finally, 
the noun involved in the appositive may be null—a NP head is modified by a 
null head and participle appositive in 11:8a, and in 10:5 both the head and the 
appositive are null, with the head modified by a participle and the appositive 
by an adjective. (Note that these last two examples could be analyzed as un-
marked relatives, though this simply illustrates the blurry line between relative 
and appositive modification.)42

Semantically, appositives may modify the anchor restrictively (i.e., the ap-
positive identifies its head) or non-restrictively (i.e., the appositive provides 
non-identification, non-obligatory information). Restrictive apposition in 
1QM occurs with all cases of numeral apposition. Only one case of nominal 
apposition could be restrictive, ישראל  in 10:9. If this were the first time עמכה 
that עמכה was introduced in the discourse, then ישראל would be a necessary 
identifier. However, the “people of God” are discussed as early as column 1, and, 
in any case, the concept was quite familiar with the conceptual world outside 
the text. Thus, this example must be non-restrictive, as are all other cases of 
nominal apposition. Similarly, PP appositions are all non-restrictive.

Note that, as with the adjective chart above, in the apposition chart below 
(which omits numeral apposition), light font indicates the head (whether NP 
or PP, etc.) and bold font indicates the appositive.

42   See Robert D. Holmstedt, The Relative Clause in Biblical Hebrew (volume 10; Winona Lake, 
Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 2016), 10–16.
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בגורל בני חושך בחיל בליעל 1.1a Against the forces of the Sons of Darkness, 
(that is) against the army of Belial

ומואב אדום  בגדוד  בליעל   בחיל 
ובני עמון ו̇ח֯י[ל יושבי] פלשת

1.1b against the army of Belial: (more 
specifically), against the troops of Edom, 
Moab, the sons of Ammon, and the ar[my 
of the inhabitants of] Philistia

 בחיל בליעל בגדוד אדום ומואב ובני
ובגדודי פלשת  יושבי[  ]ל  ו̇חי֯  עמון 

כתיי אשור

1.c against the army of Belial: (more 
specifically), against the troops of Edom, 
Moab, the sons of Ammon, and the ar[my 
of the inhabitants of] Philistia and against 
the troops of the Kittim of Assyria

 בני לוי ובני יהודה ובני בנימין גולת
המדבר

1.2 the sons of Levi, the sons of Judah, and the 
sons of Benjamin, (namely), the exile of 
the wilderness

בם ֯ב] [ לכול גדודיהם 1.3 against them, against […] concerning all 
their troops

תוגר וחול  בעוץ  ארם  בני   בשאר 
ומשא אשר בעבר פורת

2.11 against the rest of the sons of Aram: 
against Uz, Hul, Togar, and Mesha, who 
are beyond the Euphrates.

 אנשי השם }}יכתובו{{ ראשי אבות
העדה

3.4 the men of renown {they shall write}, the 
heads of the congregation’s clans

אבני חפץ אבדני ריקמה 5.6 jewels, a multicolored brocade
אבני חפץ בדני ריקמה 5.9 precious stones, a multicolored brocade

אבנט בד שש משוזר 7.11a a sash of linen—twined fine linen
 אבנט בד שש משוזר תכלת וארגמן

ותולעת שני וצורת ריקמה
7.11b a sash of linen—twined fine linen, violet, 

purple and crimson
 אבנט בד שש משוזר תכלת וארגמן

ותולעת שני וצורת ריקמה
7.11c a sash of linen—twined fine linen, violet, 

purple and crimson, and a varicolored 
design

8.5 קול מרודד ידי סדר מלחמה a level note, signals for the order of battle
8.6 שלושה סדרים three formations

8.7 קול נוח וסמוך ידי מפשע a low legato note, signals for advance
קול אחד תרועת מלחמה גדולה 8.10 a single note, a great battle alarm

10.5 כול עתודי המלחמה נדיבי לב all (those) prepared for battle, (those) 
willing of heart

10.9 עמכה ישראל Your people Israel,
… ומלוו  עמכה  ברית  קדושי   עם 
°]--[°]-- בי֯נ]ה  משכילי  חוק  מדי 

 ושומעי קול נכבד ורואי

10.9–
10

Your people,  … the people of the holy 
ones of the covenant

11.1a גולית הגתי Goliath the Gittite
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11.1b גולית הגתי איש גבור חיל Goliath the Gittite, a mighty warrior
11.2 דויד עבדכה David, Your servant

11.8a משיחיכה חוזי תעודות Your anointed ones, seers of things 
appointed

גדודי בליעל שבעת גוי הבל 11.8b the hordes of Belial, the seven vainglorious 
nations

12.11 גוים צריכה the nations, Your adversaries
זקני וכול  והלויים  ׄה[כו]֗הנים   אחיו 

הסרך
13.1 his brothers, the [pr]iests, the Levites and 

all the elders of the army
13.11 בליעל לשחת מלאך משטמה Belial for the pit, an angel of malevolence
13.12 כול רוחי גורלו מלאכי חבל All the spirits of his lot, the angels of 

destruction
14.12 אנו עם קודשכה we, Your holy people

 אחיו ה֯כ[והנים] והלויים וכול אנשי
הסרך

15.4 his brothers, the p[riests,] the Levites, and 
all the men of the army

16.12 מערכה אחרת חליפה למלחמה another battle line, a reserve for battle
17.2 [נדב ואבי]ׄהוא בני אהרון Nadab and Abi]hu, the sons of Aaron

17.8 אתם בני בריתו you, O children of His covenant
17.9 מצרפיו רזיו למעמדכם His fiery trials, His mysteries concerning 

your existence
17.11 תרועה שנית יידי התקרב A second blast, signs for confrontation

5 Conclusions

In this brief study I have argued that the next stage of QH grammatical study 
should be the production of a descriptive grammar for each text. Providing the 
linguistic background for such an enterprise, I illustrated how a grammatical 
description of two features of the NP in QH Hebrew, NP-internal PPs and ap-
position, looks.

The study of the Dead Sea Scrolls found at Qumran is entering a stage of 
impressive maturity. This is clear from the numerous introductions to the 
Dead Sea Scrolls, the establishment of a second scholarly journal (Dead Sea 
Discoveries) to join the Revue de Qumrân, and the plethora of theses and mono-
graphs situating the Scrolls in their late Second Temple historical, textual, and 
theological milieu with increasing sophistication. Why should the study of 
the language be left behind? With all due respect to previous scholars such as  
E. Y. Kutscher, M. Bar-Asher, and E. Qimron, is the language of the Scrolls (or 
better, are the “languages” of the Scrolls) well enough understood that the 
study of QH should be considered complete?
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I do not think so. Indeed, I do not consider the language of any ancient 
Hebrew text to have been adequately investigated, though the field of Hebrew 
language studies as a whole has also reached a point of maturity, perhaps 
best signified by the recently published Encyclopedia of Hebrew Language and 
Linguistics. I suggest that the stage is set for the next task of describing the 
grammar of each text in preparation for a new type of reference grammar and 
a new stage of diachrony and dialectal analysis. So, too, Qumran studies must 
not neglect the language of the texts, and I offer this brief illustration as a be-
ginning, an initial push for what I hope will be a wave of properly carried out 
grammatical descriptions and analyses of ancient Hebrew texts as a whole.




